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BECOMING AN INTERACTIVE TEACHER > TECHNICAL PREPARATION

Technical preparation
Distance learning provides a number of benefits to teachers as well as students,
including flexibility in terms of learning location and time along with the wealth of
multimedia electronic tools and software that are available. However, to ensure the
process is enjoyable for everyone involved, some technical preparation is required.
>  Preparation of your course
>  Before the course
>  During the course
>  After the course
>  References

Preparation of your course
• Meet with the technical support team and make note of how to contact them
if needed.
• Understand the equipment: camera, microphone, software and
functionalities.
• Test your activities and have a backup plan in case a problem occurs.
• Prepare online presentations using large fonts and high colour contrast
between background and content.
• Prior to the course, display on a common site previously identified (e.g.
Blackboard, Google doc, Dropbox, etc.), all the documents required for the
course, including:
- FAQ listing the most common questions about how the course is organized
- Course outline
- Session schedule
- Reference and work material for the course
- Communication protocol*
- Protocol regarding course evaluation by students: generally, the university
sends an email to students. Make sure to remind them to fill out the form
during the last course.
* See Sheet 3 for the communication protocol in the context of distance training.

____

Before the course
• Prepare a pre-test to identify your students’ skills.
• Wear clothing with half-tone or solid colours. Avoid white, black or vibrant
colours. Avoid stripes, patterns or sweaters with writing on them that may distract
students.
• Take off any sparkling or noisy jewelry that could reflect light and distract students.
• Plan sufficient time before the course to check on devices and make sure they
work correctly.
• Use artificial rather than natural light and draw curtains if you need to.
• Place the camera so it does not capture windows or doors showing movement; in
doing so you will reduce distractions.
• Place the camera and chairs in such a way that all students can see each other
during discussions. It encourages interactivity. Check whether rooms in remote
locations have done the same.
• Place the camera so it captures you adequately:
- Preferably choose a close-up range.
- Ensure the edge of the screen falls between your elbows and wrists, when your
arms are stretched out.
• Reduce disruptive noises: close the door, windows, unnecessary software and
your cell phone.
• Play music prior to the start of the session to let students know that the audio is
working and to set a relaxed mood.
____

During the course
• Stay within camera viewing range and speak directly to the lens so that distance
learners feel you are making eye contact with them. Regularly confirm with
students that they can see you clearly.
• In order to reduce distractions, avoid broad and repetitive movements as well as
behaviour that may be disruptive on screen.
• Adjust the volume of the microphone and confirm with students that they can
hear you clearly.
• Consider the time lag in audio transmission and pause to allow for any comment.
• Use electronic document-sharing tools instead of physical classroom
blackboards.
• Inform remote students about what is taking place in the room where the
videoconference is broadcasted (host site). When you take a break to reflect,
prepare an audio or video clip or for any other reason, inform students of the time
you need (30 seconds) or describe the clip they are about to view/listen to. This
will prevent students from thinking they lost the audio.

____

After the course
• Turn off devices and software assigned to the virtual class.

____
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BECOMING AN INTERACTIVE TEACHER > IDEAL VIRTUAL PRESENCE AND BUILDING A LEARNING COMMUNITY

Ideal virtual presence
and building a learning
community
>
>
>
>
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Before the course
During the course
After the course
References

Social context is an essential component of distance teaching, particularly
since social signals that are usually physical are more difficult to decipher in
a remote setting. For distance learning to be successful, it is crucial to build a
learning community where students are able to know each other and feel as
comfortable as they are in a classroom session. To do so, the teacher must act as
a leader by encouraging exchanges between students that will enhance their
learning experience and also develop their engagement and motivation.
Garrisson, Anderson and Archer (2000), from the University of Alberta,
developed a conceptual framework in order to visualize the most important
dimensions in building a remote learning community. They found that social
presence, cognitive presence and teaching presence are three interrelated
aspects that have an impact on distance learning.

Teaching presence
Interaction with the teacher or the person who facilitates discussions to
ensure concepts are understood.
Cognitive presence
Interaction and exploration of content, to ensure concepts are integrated.
Adapted from Garrison, D. R., Anderson, T. & Archer, W. (2000). Critical Inquiry
in a Text-based Environment: Computer Conferencing in Higher Education. The
Internet and Higher Education, 2 (2), 87-105.
____

Before the course
• Send an email to all students to welcome them to the course, establish contact and
foster student retention. The email should include:
- Your biography: your background, interests, links to the course itself, etc.
- Your contact information: email, telephone, office, skype, etc.
- Your availability: office hours, delay in responding to emails, etc.
- Your expectations for this course
- Your teaching style: lectures, use of technology, discussions, etc.
• Use the time you have before the course to hold informal discussions with
students and build a relationship with them.
____

During the course
• At the start of the first course, introduce yourself.
• If the size of the group allows it, ask students to introduce themselves. When
dealing with a very large group, ask students to fill out a brief backgrounder
sheet or ask them to write their names on a vignette. Encourage students to
personalize their profiles with a picture or an avatar.
• Prepare an agenda for each course and present it to students at the start of
every session.
• Use interactive activities or change the presentation format every three
to five minutes, to keep students’ attention and to reduce their feeling of
isolation.
• Foster discussions by asking specific questions, polling, soliciting responses
through a “roundtable” or by asking students to summarize what has just
been said.
• Open a written communication channel through chats.
• Form teams that connect students from various sites.
• Encourage remote students to speak out and share documents as if they
were in a classroom.
• Provide feedback on students’ contributions and on the content of their
interventions.
____

After the course
• Use the time you have at the end of the course to engage in informal discussions
with students in order to build a relationship with them.
• Ask for feedback about the course: general proceedings, use of technology,
objectives and course content.
• Post regular announcements on the site to maintain student engagement
toward the course.
____
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BECOMING AN INTERACTIVE TEACHER > COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

Becoming an interactive teacher:
Communication protocol
>  Between courses
>  During courses

Becoming an interactive learner:
Communication protocol
>  Active listening
>  Intervention
>  Technical aspects
>  Student interaction
>  References

Becoming an interactive teacher: Communication protocol
In order to optimize collaboration among students and to foster the
development of a practice community, it is important to inform students of
communication rules you will be using between and during courses.
____

Between courses
• Before the course starts, email students to tell them how you would prefer to
be contacted.
• Encourage students to contact you by email in order to validate their email.
• Inform students of your availability and delay in responding (24 hours or
another option to respond to an email, times when they can reach you by
phone at the office).
____

During courses
• Tell students how you would like them to communicate with you during the
course: raised hands, emoticons, chat, etc.
• Encourage students to remain active through the use of emoticons.
• Ask specific questions that regularly call on their participation (every five
minutes).
• Respond quickly to questions or comments they communicate through chats or
emoticons.
• Suggest that a relay trainer be designated to facilitate interactions between you
and remote students.
• Encourage students to collaborate with the relay trainer and to take their turn as
relay trainers.
• In case of an interruption, ask students if they can continue to follow the session
via audioconference only. If it is not possible, ask the technical team to record the
remaining session, and to subsequently tell students when this recording will be
made available on the virtual campus.

____

Becoming an interactive learner: Communication protocol
Not all students will be familiar with communication protocols as they relate to
distance training. This information sheet can help in this matter as it suggests
strategies that foster participation in a distance learning setting.

____

Active listening
• I use virtual document-sharing software to view the teacher’s presentation.
• I make sure my microphone is in silent mode during the presentation.
• I avoid making noise (crumpling paper or tapping pencils) to reduce background
sounds when a microphone is turned on.

____

Intervention
• I signal my wish to talk by opening my microphone or raising my hand.
• I make sure to be in camera range.
• I identify myself before speaking, by saying my name or mentioning my site’s
name.
• I take into account possible lags inherent to remote communications.
• I use the document camera to show a text or an object to my remote peers.
• I remember to turn my microphone off when I finish my intervention.

____

Technical aspects
• I politely inform the teacher when he or his documents are out of camera range
and ask to zoom in or out as the case may be.
• I politely mention to the teacher that he does not speak loudly enough and ask
that he adjust his microphone.  
____

Student interaction
• I agree to share my contact information with other students and make sure to
have a list of their names and how to reach them.
• I readily interact with other students during breaks or before the course starts.
____
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BECOMING AN INTERACTIVE TEACHER > DIFFICULT SITUATIONS

Becoming an interactive teacher:
Difficult situations
>  Preventing difficult situations
>  Identify troubling behaviour
>  Address problems
>  References

As is the case for classroom teaching, distance training is not without its own
difficulties. Although challenges are similar between the two types of teaching,
some difficult situations are specific to remote teaching. A few strategies can
help you prevent or manage such situations.
____

Preventing difficult situations
• Clarify and remind everyone of course expectations, in terms of:
- Schoolwork: standards for submittal, deadlines and modalities.
- Technical requirements: laptop with camera, software installation, etc.
- Frequency of communication: one, two or three times a week.
- Participation in activities and discussions: it is often more efficient to make
participation compulsory by allocating a percentage of the student’s final mark
to this component.
- Appropriate behaviour: communication protocol during lectures, group
discussions and activities, netiquette rules, etc.
• Create a monitoring process to follow students’ progress and share it with them.
• Vary formats and themes of schoolwork to avoid plagiarism. Provide information
about plagiarism and its consequences, as well as resources on adequate reference
methods.
• Demonstrate leadership by providing examples of types of interventions that are
suitable during group discussions and discussion forums.
• Establish a sound relationship with students by being open, engaged and
available.
• Provide students with the opportunity to give feedback and share their points of
view about course proceedings.

____

Identify troubling behaviour
• Students who are disengaged:
- Do not maintain regular contact with other students during and after courses.
- Do not respond to inquiries or questions.
- Do not meet learning objectives.
- Do not fulfill work that is required or submit plagiarized work.
- Do not participate in group activities.
- Ignore constructive advice and comments.
• Students who are disrupting
- Disturb other students.
- Make disparaging remarks out loud or in forums.
- Challenge and confront the teacher.
____

Address problems
• Student who is disengaged:
- Communicate regularly with the student before and after courses to remind him of course
expectations.
- Provide clear and specific feedback about behaviour that needs to change or be worked on.
• Student who plagiarizes:
- Share your concerns about the lack of authenticity that you perceive in the student’s work.
- Provide more resources about adequate reference methods and consequences of
plagiarism.
• Student who challenges the teacher:
- Stay calm, composed and open-minded.
- Acknowledge the student’s point of view and provide your own opinion by integrating it
into the course context, based on your expertise.
____

References
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BECOMING AN INTERACTIVE TEACHER: CHECKLIST > PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF VIRTUAL PRESENCE

Becoming an interactive teacher:
Checklist – Preparation and
evaluation of virtual presence
>
>
>
>

Course preparation
Before the course
During the course
After the course

Following is a grid that you may use to ensure that you have put in place
preparation and evaluation strategies that are referred to in scientific literature.
You could also use this list to guide your self-evaluation as a remote teacher.

____

Course preparation
Technical preparation
I met with the technical team.
I understand the technology being
used and I am comfortable with it.
I know who to call in case of a problem.
I prepared documents required for the
course.
FAQ listing the most common
questions about how the course is
organized
Course outline
Session schedule
Reference and work material for 		
the session
Communication protocol
Protocol regarding course evaluation
by the students

Virtual presence
I prepared interactive activities.

____

Before the course
Technical preparation
I follow an appropriate dress code.
I tested the technical equipment.
I adjusted camera settings.
I reduced any possible noise and
distractions.
I sent the required course documents to
students.

Virtual presence
I sent a welcoming email to students.
I had informal discussions with students
prior to the course.

____

During the course
Technical preparation
I spoke directly to the camera during
the course.
I made sure that students saw and
heard me clearly during the course.
I accounted for lags in sound
transmission with remote students.

Virtual presence
I introduced myself to the group and
asked students to do the same.
I clarified course expectations.
I fostered exchanges by using various
interactive activities.
I demonstrated leadership in order to
set an example for students.
I provided feedback to students.

____

After the course
Technical preparation
I turned off devices and software
assigned to the virtual class.

Virtual presence
After the course, I engaged in informal
discussions with students.
I posted announcements about the next
course.
I asked for feedback about courses.

____
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BECOMING AN INTERACTIVE TEACHER > OTHER RESOURCES

Becoming an interactive teacher:
Other resources
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Teaching and Learning
Support Service
(TLSS)

https://tlss.uottawa.ca/
Main site that supports
faculty members through
educational and technopedagogical services

136, Jean-Jacques Lussier,
Room 1015
Ottawa ON K1N 6N5
Tel.: (613) 562-5300
Fax: (613)562-5237
saea-tlss@uOttawa.ca

Centre for University
Teaching

http://saea.uottawa.ca/cpu/
Workshops, courses,
practicum, conferences,
resources about pedagogy
for the teaching community

136, Jean-Jacques Lussier,
Room 1001
Ottawa, Ontario
K1N 6N5 136
Tel.: (613) 562-5333
Fax: (613) 562-5237
CPU-CUT@uottawa.ca

Centre for
e-Learning

http://saea.uottawa.ca/cyber/
Expert consultation and
support services to faculty
members in the development
and implementation of
technology-based courses,
teaching materials and
multimedia learn-ware
materials

136, Jean-Jacques Lussier,
Room 1084
Tel.: (613) 562-5850
Fax: (613) 562-5148
cyber@uottawa.ca

Centre for Mediated
Teaching and Learning
(CMTL)

http://saea.uottawa.ca/
Provides audio and
videoconferencing services,
as well as overseeing
computer mediated teaching
and learning activities

Online activities, 		
Virtual Campus
136, rue Jean-Jacques Lussier,
Room 1022
Tel.: (613)562-5800 ext. 6555

Multimedia Distribution
Service (MDS)

http://saea.uottawa.ca/
sdm/
Technical support, enhanced
multimedia teaching
spaces and educational
technologies

Audio et Videoconferencing
129, Louis Pasteur
Tel.: (613) 562-5787
Fax: (613) 562-5283
distance@uOttawa.ca
Multimedia Distribution
Service (Main Campus)
65, University, Room 06
Tel.: (613) 562-5900
Fax: (613) 562-5316
multimedia@uOttawa.ca
Multimedia Distribution
Service (Roger Guindon)
451, Smyth Road, Room 2010
Tel. : (613) 562-5800 ext. 4616

Blended Teaching and
Learning

http://saea.uottawa.ca/
saea-tlss/
Information and workshops
on blended courses

136, rue Jean-Jacques Lussier,
Room 1019
Tel.: (613) 562-7498
hybride-blended@uOttawa.ca

University of Ottawa
Library

http://biblio.uottawa.ca/
en/services/faculty
Research guides, copyright,
support to research,
publishing, teaching etc.

65, University
Tel.: (613) 562-5213
referenc@uOttawa.ca

Human Rights Office/
Accessibility

http://www.uottawa.ca/
respect/en/accessibility
Training and tools on access
to documents, web content,
videos

1, Stewart St., Room 121
Tel.: (613) 562-5222
Fax: (613) 562-5964
accessibility@uOttawa.ca
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